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Chapter 5: Homeostasis and Transport 
Lesson 2: Cell Transport-Passive and Active 
 

 
 

Lesson One helped us to learn the different cell structures that are involved in cell transport. In 
this lesson you will learn the different ways in which those structures actually transport substances 
inside and outside of the cell in their constant struggle to remain in homeostatic equilibrium. Imagine 
living in a house that has walls without any windows or doors. Nothing could enter or leave the house. 
Now imagine living in a house with holes in the walls instead of windows and doors. Things could enter 
or leave the house, but you wouldn’t be able to control what came in or went out. Only if a house has 
walls with windows and doors that can be opened or closed can you control what enters or leaves. For 
example, windows and doors allow you to let the dog in and keep the bugs out. If a cell were a house, 
the plasma membrane would be walls with windows and doors. Moving things in and out of the cell is 
an important role of the plasma membrane. It controls everything that enters and leaves the cell. There 
are two basic ways that substances can cross the plasma membrane: passive transport and active 
transport. 

 
Lesson Objectives 
• Describe different types of passive transport. 
• Explain how different types of active transport occur. 
• Understand how both of these types of transport are the homeostatic mechanisms of maintaining  
   homeostasis for all life on Earth. 
 

Vocabulary 
• active transport 
• concentration gradient  
• contractile vacuole 
• cytolysis  
• diffusion 
• endocytosis 
• exocytosis 
• facilitated diffusion  
• hypertonic 
• hypotonic 
 
 

 
 

• isotonic 
• membrane potential  
• osmosis 
• passive transport 
• phagocytosis  
• pinocytosis  
• plasmolysis  
• sodium-potassium pump 
• turgid 
• vesicle transport 
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Transport Across Membranes 
The molecular make-up of the phospholipid bilayer limits the types of molecules that can pass 

through it. For example, hydrophobic (water-hating) molecules, such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and oxygen 
(O2) can easily pass through the lipid bilayer, but ions such as calcium (Ca2+) and polar molecules such as 
water (H2O) cannot. The hydrophobic interior of the phospholipid bilayer does not allow ions or polar 
molecules through because these molecules are hydrophilic, or water loving. In addition, large 
molecules such as sugars and proteins are too big to pass through the bilayer. Transport proteins within 
the membrane allow these molecules to pass through the membrane, and into or out of the cell. This 
way, polar molecules avoid contact with the nonpolar interior of the membrane, and large molecules 
are moved through large pores. 

Every cell is contained within a membrane punctuated with transport proteins that act as 
channels or pumps to let in or force out certain molecules. The purpose of the transport proteins is to 
protect the cell's internal environment and to keep its balance of salts, nutrients, and proteins within a 
range that keeps the cell and the organism alive. 

There are three main ways that molecules can pass through a phospholipid membrane. The first 
way requires no energy input by the cell and is called passive transport. The second way requires that 
the cell uses energy to pull in or pump out certain molecules and ions and is called active transport. The 
third way is through vesicle transport, in which large molecules are moved across the membrane in 
bubble-like sacks that are made from pieces of the membrane. 

 
PASSIVE TRANSPORT 

Passive transport occurs when substances cross the plasma membrane without any input of 
energy from the cell. No energy is needed because the substances are moving from an area where they 
have a higher concentration to an area where they have a lower concentration. Concentration refers to 
the number of particles of a substance per unit of volume. The more particles of a substance in a given 
volume, the higher the concentration.  During passive transport a substance always moves from an area 
where it is more concentrated to an area where it is less concentrated. It’s a little like a ball rolling down 
a hill. It goes by itself without any input of extra energy. There are several different types of passive 
transport, including simple diffusion, osmosis, and facilitated diffusion. Each type will be described in 
this lesson.  

Probably the most important feature of a cell’s phospholipid membranes is that they 
are selectively permeable or semipermeable. A membrane that is selectively permeable has control over 
what molecules or ions can enter or leave the cell, as shown in Figure 5.9. The permeability of a 
membrane is dependent on the organization and characteristics of the membrane lipids and proteins. In 
this way, cell membranes help maintain a state of homeostasis within cells (and tissues, organs, and 
organ systems) so that an organism can stay alive and healthy. 

 

 

Figure 5.9: A selectively permeable membrane allows certain molecules through, but not others. 
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Diffusion, also known as Simple Diffusion 
Diffusion is the movement of a substance across a membrane, due to a difference in 

concentration, without any help from other molecules. The difference in the concentrations of the 
molecules in the two areas is called the concentration gradient. The substance simply moves from the 
side of the membrane where it is more concentrated to the side where it is less concentrated. Diffusion 
will continue until this gradient has been eliminated. Since diffusion moves materials from an area of 
higher concentration to the lower, it is described as moving solutes "down the concentration gradient." 
The end result of diffusion is an equal concentration, or equilibrium, of molecules on both sides of the 
membrane. Figure 5.10 shows how diffusion works. Substances that can squeeze between the lipid 
molecules in the plasma membrane by simple diffusion are generally very small, hydrophobic molecules, 
such as molecules of oxygen and carbon dioxide. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Molecules diffuse across a membrane from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower 
concentration until the concentration is the same on both sides of the membrane. 

Osmosis 
Osmosis is a special type of diffusion — the diffusion of water molecules across a membrane. 

Like other molecules, water moves from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower 
concentration. Water moves in or out of a cell until its concentration is the same on both sides of the 
plasma membrane. 

Imagine you have a cup that has 100ml water, and you add 15g of table sugar to the water. The 
sugar dissolves and the mixture that is now in the cup is made up of a solute (the sugar) that is dissolved 
in the solvent (the water). The mixture of a solute in a solvent is called a solution. 

Imagine now that you have a second cup with 100ml of water, and you add 45 grams of table 
sugar to the water. Just like the first cup, the sugar is the solute, and the water is the solvent. But now 
you have two mixtures of different solute concentrations. In comparing two solutions of unequal solute 
concentration, the solution with the higher solute concentration is hypertonic, and the solution with the 
lower solute concentration is hypotonic. Solutions of equal solute concentration are isotonic. The first 
sugar solution is hypotonic to the second solution. The second sugar solution is hypertonic to the first. 

You now add the two solutions to a beaker that has been divided by a selectively permeable 
membrane, with pores that are too small for the sugar molecules to pass through, but are big enough 
for the water molecules to pass through. The hypertonic solution is on one side of the membrane and 
the hypotonic solution on the other. The hypertonic solution has a lower water concentration than the 
hypotonic solution, so a concentration gradient of water now exists across the membrane. Water 
molecules will move from the side of higher water concentration to the side of lower concentration until 
both solutions are isotonic. At this point, equilibrium is reached. 

If a cell is in a hypertonic solution, the solution has a lower water concentration than the cell 
cytosol, and water moves out of the cell until both solutions are isotonic. Cells placed in a hypotonic 
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solution will take in water across their membrane until both the external solution and the cytosol are 
isotonic. 

A cell that does not have a rigid cell wall, such as a red blood cell, will swell and lyse (burst) 
when placed in a hypotonic solution, a process called cytolysis. Cells with a cell wall will swell when 
placed in a hypotonic solution, but once the cell is turgid (firm), the tough cell wall prevents any more 
water from entering the cell. When placed in a hypertonic solution, a cell without a cell wall will lose 
water to the environment, shrivel, and probably die. In a hypertonic solution, a cell with a cell wall will 
lose water too. The plasma membrane pulls away from the cell wall as it shrivels, a process 
called plasmolysis. Animal cells tend to do best in an isotonic environment, plant cells tend to do best in 
a hypotonic environment. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.11. 
 

 

Figure 5.11 Unless an animal cell (such as the red blood cell in the top panel) has an adaptation that allows it to 
alter the osmotic uptake of water, it will lose too much water and shrivel up in a hypertonic environment 
(plasmolysis). If placed in a hypotonic solution, water molecules will enter the cell, causing it to swell and burst 
(cytolysis). Plant cells (bottom panel) become plasmolyzed in a hypertonic solution, but tend to do best in a 
hypotonic environment (turgid). Water is stored in the central vacuole of the plant cell. 

 

Saltwater Fish vs. Freshwater Fish? 
Fish cells, like all cells, have semi-permeable membranes. Eventually, the concentration of 

"stuff" on either side of them will even out. A fish that lives in salt water will have somewhat salty water 
inside itself. Put it in the freshwater, and the freshwater will, through osmosis, enter the fish, causing its 
cells to swell, and the fish will die. What will happen to a freshwater fish in the ocean? 
 

Osmotic Pressure 
When water moves into a cell by osmosis, osmotic pressure may build up inside the cell. If a cell 

has a cell wall, the wall helps maintain the cell’s water balance. Osmotic pressure is the main cause of 
support in many plants. When a plant cell is in a hypotonic environment, the osmotic entry of water 
raises the turgor pressure exerted against the cell wall until the pressure prevents more water from 
coming into the cell. At this point the plant cell is turgid. The effects of osmotic pressures on plant cells 
are shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.12 The central vacuoles of the plant cells in the left image are full of water, so the cells are turgid. The 
plant cells in the right image have been exposed to a hypertonic solution; water has left the central vacuole and 
the cells have become plasmolyzed. 

The action of osmosis can be very harmful to organisms, especially ones without cell walls. For 
example, if a saltwater fish (whose cells are isotonic with seawater), is placed in fresh water, its cells will 
take on excess water, lyse, and the fish will die. Another example of a harmful osmotic effect is the use 
of table salt to kill slugs and snails. 

Controlling Osmosis 
Organisms that live in a hypotonic environment such as freshwater need a way to prevent their 

cells from taking in too much water by osmosis. A contractile vacuole is a type of vacuole that removes 
excess water from a cell. Freshwater protists, such as the paramecium shown in Figure 5.13, have a 
contractile vacuole. The vacuole is surrounded by several canals, which absorb water by osmosis from 
the cytoplasm. After the canals fill with water, the water is pumped into the vacuole. When the vacuole 
is full, it pushes the water out of the cell through a pore. 

 

Figure 5.13 The contractile vacuole is the star-like structure within the paramecium (at center-right). 

Facilitated Diffusion 
Facilitated diffusion is the diffusion of solutes through transport proteins in the plasma 

membrane. Facilitated diffusion is a type of passive transport. Even though facilitated diffusion involves 
transport proteins, it is still passive transport because the solute is moving down the concentration 
gradient. 

Small nonpolar molecules can easily diffuse across the cell membrane. However, due to the 
hydrophobic nature of the lipids that make up cell membranes, polar molecules (such as water) and ions 
cannot do so. Instead, they diffuse across the membrane through transport proteins. A transport protein 
completely spans the membrane, and allows certain molecules or ions to diffuse across the membrane. 
Channel proteins, gated channel proteins, and carrier proteins are three types of transport proteins that 
are involved in facilitated diffusion. 
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A channel protein, a type of transport protein, acts like a pore in the membrane that lets water 
molecules or small ions through quickly. Water channel proteins allow water to diffuse across the 
membrane at a very fast rate. Ion channel proteins allow ions to diffuse across the membrane. 

An ion channel is a transport protein that moves electrically charged atoms called ions. Ions such 
as sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), calcium (Ca2+), and chloride (Cl-), are important for many cell functions. 
Because they are polar, these ions do not diffuse through the membrane. Instead they move through 
ion channel proteins where they are protected from the hydrophobic interior of the membrane. Ion 
channels allow the formation of a concentration gradient between the extracellular fluid and the 
cytosol. Ion channels are very specific, as they allow only certain ions through the cell membrane. Some 
ion channels are always open; others are "gated" and can be opened or closed. Gated ion channels can 
open or close in response to different types of stimuli, such as electrical or chemical signals. 

A gated channel protein is a transport protein that opens a "gate," allowing a molecule to pass 
through the membrane. Gated channels have a binding site that is specific for a given molecule or ion. A 
stimulus causes the "gate" to open or shut. The stimulus may be chemical or electrical signals, 
temperature, or mechanical force, depending on the type of gated channel. For example, the sodium 
gated channels of a nerve cell are stimulated by a chemical signal which causes them to open and allow 
sodium ions into the cell. Glucose molecules are too big to diffuse through the plasma membrane easily, 
so they are moved across the membrane through gated channels. In this way glucose diffuses very 
quickly across a cell membrane, which is important because many cells depend on glucose for energy. 

A carrier protein is a transport protein that is specific for an ion, molecule, or group of 
substances. Carrier proteins "carry" the ion or molecule across the membrane by changing shape after 
the binding of the ion or molecule. Carrier proteins are involved in passive and active transport. A model 
of a channel protein and carrier proteins is shown in Figure 5.14. 

 

 

 Figure 5.14   Channel proteins and carrier proteins are shown (but not a gated-channel protein). Water molecules 
and ions move through channel proteins. Other ions or molecules are also carried across the cell membrane by 
carrier proteins. The ion or molecule binds to the active site of a carrier protein. The carrier protein changes shape, 
and releases the ion or molecule on the other side of the membrane. The carrier protein then returns to its original 
shape. 

 
ACTIVE TRANSPORT 

Active transport occurs when energy is needed for a substance to move across a plasma 
membrane. Energy is needed because the substance is moving from an area of lower concentration to 
an area of higher concentration, or up the concentration gradient. This is a little like moving a ball uphill; 
it can’t be done without adding energy. The energy for active transport comes from the energy-carrying 
molecule called ATP. Like passive transport, active transport may also involve transport proteins.  
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 The active transport of small molecules or ions across a cell membrane is generally carried out by 
transport proteins that are found in the membrane. 

 Larger molecules such as starch can also be actively transported across the cell membrane by 
processes called endocytosis and exocytosis. 

 
Sodium-Potassium Pump 

An example of active transport is the sodium-potassium pump, an energy-requiring process of 
pumping molecules and ions across membranes "uphill" - against a concentration gradient. To move 
these molecules against their concentration gradient, a carrier protein is needed. Carrier proteins can 
work with a concentration gradient (during passive transport), but some carrier proteins can move 
solutes against the concentration gradient (from low concentration to high concentration), with an input 
of energy. As in other types of cellular activities, ATP supplies the energy for most active transport. One 
way ATP powers active transport is by transferring a phosphate group directly to a carrier protein. This 
may cause the carrier protein to change its shape, which moves the molecule or ion to the other side of 
the membrane. A sodium-potassium pump, exchanges sodium ions for potassium ions across the plasma 
membrane of animal cells and can be seen in Figure 5.15. 

  

Figure 5.15 The sodium-potassium pump system moves sodium and potassium ions against large concentration 
gradients. It moves two potassium ions into the cell where potassium levels are high, and pumps three sodium ions 
out of the cell and into the extracellular fluid. 

 
As is shown in Figure 5.15, three sodium ions bind with the protein pump inside the cell. The 

carrier protein then gets energy from ATP and changes shape. In doing so, it pumps the three sodium 
ions out of the cell. At that point, two potassium ions move in from outside the cell and bind to the 
protein pump. The sodium-potassium pump is found in the plasma membrane of almost every human 
cell and is common to all cellular life. It helps maintain cell potential and regulates cellular volume. 
 

The Electrochemical Gradient 
The active transport of ions across the membrane causes an electrical gradient to build up 

across the plasma membrane. The number of positively charged ions outside the cell is greater than the 
number of positively charged ions in the cytosol. This results in a relatively negative charge on the inside 
of the membrane, and a positive charge on the outside. This difference in charges causes a voltage 
across the membrane. Voltage is electrical potential energy that is caused by a separation of opposite 
charges, in this case across the membrane. The voltage across a membrane is called membrane 
potential. Membrane potential is very important for the conduction of electrical impulses along nerve 
cells. 
Because the inside of the cell is negative compared to outside the cell, the membrane potential favors 
the movement of positively charged ions (cations) into the cell, and the movement of negative ions 
(anions) out of the cell. So, there are two forces that drive the diffusion of ions across the plasma 
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membrane—a chemical force (the ions' concentration gradient), and an electrical force (the effect of the 
membrane potential on the ions’ movement). These two forces working together are called 
an electrochemical gradient. 

 
Vesicle Transport 

Some molecules, such as proteins, are too large to pass through the plasma membrane or to 
move through a transport protein, regardless of their concentration inside and outside the cell. Very 
large molecules cross the plasma membrane with a different sort of help, called vesicle transport. 
Vesicle transport requires energy, so it is also a form of active transport. There are two types of vesicle 
transport: endocytosis and exocytosis. Both types are shown in Figure 5.16 and described below. 

  

 

Figure 5.16 Illustration of the two types of vesicle transport, exocytosis and endocytosis. 

 
Endocytosis is the process of capturing a substance or particle from outside the cell by engulfing it 

with the cell membrane. The membrane folds over the substance and it becomes completely enclosed 
by the membrane. At this point a membrane-bound sac, or vesicle, pinches off and moves the substance 
into the cytosol. There are two main kinds of endocytosis: 
 Phagocytosis, or cellular eating, occurs when the dissolved materials enter the cell. The plasma 

membrane engulfs the solid material, forming a phagocytic vesicle. 
 Pinocytosis, or cellular drinking, occurs when the plasma membrane folds inward to form a channel 

allowing dissolved substances to enter the cell. When the channel is closed, the liquid is encircled 
within a pinocytic vesicle. 
 
Exocytosis describes the process of vesicles fusing with the plasma membrane and releasing their 

contents to the outside of the cell, as shown in Figure 5.17. Exocytosis occurs when a cell produces 
substances for export, such as a protein, or when the cell is getting rid of a waste product or a toxin. 
Newly made membrane proteins and membrane lipids are moved on top the plasma membrane by 
exocytosis.  
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Figure 5.17 Illustration of an axon releasing dopamine by exocytosis. 

 
 

Lesson Summary 
•     There are two major types of cell transport: passive transport and active transport. 
•     Passive transport requires no energy. It occurs when substances move from areas of higher to lower 
        concentration. 
 Passive transport is a way that small molecules or ions move across the cell membrane without 

input of energy by the cell. The three main kinds of passive transport are diffusion, osmosis, and 
facilitated diffusion. 

 Diffusion is the movement of molecules from an area of high concentration of the molecules to an 
area with a lower concentration. 

 Osmosis is the diffusion of water. 
 In comparing two solutions of unequal solute concentration, the solution with the higher solute 

concentration is hypertonic, and the solution with the lower concentration is hypotonic. Solutions of 
equal solute concentration are isotonic. 

 A contractile vacuole is a type of vacuole that removes excess water from a cell. 
 Facilitated diffusion is the diffusion of solutes through transport proteins in the plasma membrane. 

Channel proteins, gated channel proteins, and carrier proteins are three types of transport proteins 
that are involved in facilitated diffusion. 

•     Active transport requires energy from the cell. It occurs when substances move from areas of lower 
to higher concentration; against the concentration gradient, or when very large molecules are 
transported. Types of active transport include ion pumps, such as the sodium-potassium pump, and 
vesicle transport, which includes endocytosis and exocytosis. 

 The sodium-potassium pump is an active transport pump that exchanges sodium ions for potassium 
ions. 

 Endocytosis is the process of capturing a substance or particle from outside the cell by engulfing it 
with the cell membrane, and bringing it into the cell. 

 Exocytosis describes the process of vesicles fusing with the plasma membrane and releasing their 
contents to the outside of the cell. 

 Passive and Active transport processes help maintain homeostasis. 
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